Job vacancy : Back-end developer

Klewel is a company active in the world of webcasting, a multidisciplinary field at the
confluence of multimedia, communication, web and events. Since 2007, our team has
been committed to webcast presentations given at conferences and workshops. With 14
years of experience, our operational activities have taken us to more than 40 countries.
Klewel develops a specialized webcasting platform to highlight and index audiovisually
captured presentations : conferences, keynotes, debates, training seminars, learning
courses. Our philosophy? At the service of knowledge sharing and knowledge transfer.
In order to continually improve our product, we are currently recruiting our next
backend developer!
You have a software engineering degree (Master or Bachelor). You would like to join a
human-sized company. You have experience in cloud & backend development of at least
3 years. You master modern server-side JavaScript (NodeJS), Amazon web services
(AWS) with their serverless application design possibilities (SAM / CloudFormation,
Lambda, API Gateway, S3, CloudFront, Step Functions…), SQL relational databases &
ORMs (MySQL, Sequelize), Git version control, continuous integration, data security
practices. You have a consideration for quality by using the appropriate testing
procedures (unit, integration…). Experience with other langages, frameworks & front-end
knowledge is a plus (Python, Django, VueJS). Knowledge of video processing principles &
tools (FFMPEG, Amazon Elemental) (FFMPEG, Amazon Elemental), data extraction &
indexing (OCR, ASR, ElasticSearch) is appreciated.
You are curious, open to new technological trends while maintaining a critical eye to
choose things that last. You keep in mind th goal of delivering value with a «good
enough» approach. You have experience working in an agile team (SCRUM) of a few
people where flexibility is key. You will participate to the development of the new web
portal. This offers an occasion to work on a «fresh» codebase, without the need of
maintaining legacy dependencies. You will apply cloud application architecture best
practices and make sure that performance remains acceptable under higher loads.
Occasional maintenance operations of the existing portal will also take place. Does all the
above speak to you ?
You appreciate having time for self-training in order to keep abreast of new
developments and continue learning. We encourage participation in technical
conferences.. You like mountains. Do you recognize yourself? then apply here !

http://www.klewel.com

